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A.   The player
B.   player ushered
C.   ushered the
D.   the defender
E.    defender out

 
 

1. The player ushered the defender out.

A.    The coral
B.    coral reef
C.    reef astonished
D.   astonished the
E.    the tourists

2. The coral reef astonished the tourists.

A.    Our defeat
B.   defeat last
C.   last year
D.   year was
E.    was horrible 

3. Our defeat last year was horrible.

A.   The survivor
B.   survivor is
C.   is pale
D.   pale and
E.    and thin

4. The survivor is pale and thin.

A.   She wants
B.   wants to
C.   to live
D.   live in
E.    in France

5. She wants to live in France.
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A.   Every early
B.   early start
C.   start makes
D.   makes us
E.    us healthier

7. Every early start makes us healthier.

A.    We rode
B.    rode around
C.    around on
D.   on our
E.    our bicycles

8. We rode around on our bicycles.

A.   We saw
B.   saw the
C.   the wasp
D.   wasp literally
E.    literally dive

9. We saw the wasp literally dive.

A.   Those moving
B.   moving abroad
C.   abroad opt
D.   opt to
E.    to leave

10. Those moving abroad opt to leave.

A.   Car emissions
B.   emissions are
C.   are much
D.   much too
E.    too high

6. Car emissions are much too high.


